
ELEMENTARY GRADES 4-6

DE’VIA WIRE HAND

Unit: Sculpture/Wire
Overview: Students will learn about De’VIA 
artist Guy Wonder’s wire art and manipu-
late various wires to create their own wire 
sculpture model of a hand.

Element of Art: Line

Source:  
http://www.aslstamp.com/dstuff6-2.html

Vocabulary (ASL/English):
Line, wire, chenille wire, motif

Materials: 
twisteez (http://www.twisteezwire.com/), chenille 
(fuzzy wire), copper wire, pony beads, wooden 
base (approx. 4” x 4”), wire cutter, handshape 
template on thick board (foam or wood)

Procedure:

1. Demonstrate different kinds of lines: straight, 
curvy, zig-zag, spiral and the mood they  
reflect, such as calm, energetic, playful, etc. 

2. Show how wire is used to portray lines in a 
3-D presentation. 

3. Introduce Guy Wonder and his artwork. 
Explain Guy Wonder as one of the Deaf 
individuals who signed and helped create the 
De’VIA Manifesto. 

4. Discuss the common motifs found in his art-
work. 

5. Give students wire to bend following the hand 
template edges. Use different wires of differ-
ent colors and texture, inserting pony beads 
through the wire to fill inside the handshape. 

6. Mount the finished wire hand into a wooden 
base with pre-driven holes in its top center.
Have students create a title for their artwork. 
 

7. Have the students then sign or/and write 
about their wire hand project (using at least 
two sentences or two main ideas).

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/

  SCULPTURE
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Learning Objectives: 

1. Students will create a hand sculpture using 
3D wire. 

2. Students will recognize that lines express 
emotions (curved, straight, zigzag). 

3. Students will identify hands as a motif used in 
Guy Wonder’s work and other De’VIA works 

4. Students will name Guy Wonder as one of the 
signatories of the 1989 De’VIA Manifesto. 

5. Students will describe their wire hand sculp-
ture.

Resources:
http://www.twisteezwire.com/ 
 
https://www.rit.edu/~w-dada/paddhd/publicDA/
main/artists/GuyWonder/index.htm 

Assessment Methods:
Informal and formal assessment: (see rubrics 
under Curriculum Resources)

De’VIA Elements: 
  
De’VIA Deaf and Deaf-Blind people’s Expres-
sions of resistance, affirmation, and liberation 

Image/motifs/symbols of the Deaf/Deaf-Blind 
experience

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/

Reflections:

Why do you think Guy Wonder likes to use wire 
as a preferred material for his sculptures? 

Why did he make wire hands (why is this motif 
important)? 

What other wire shapes would you like to make?

NAEA – The National Visual Arts Standards:

Standard #1 Understanding and applying media, 
techniques, and processes

Standard #2 Using knowledge of structures and 
functions

Standard #3 Choosing and evaluating a range of 
subject matter, symbols, and ideas

Standard #4 Understanding the visual arts in 
relation to history and cultures

Standard #5 Reflecting upon and assessing the 
characteristics and merits of their work and the 
work of others

https://deviacurr.wordpress.com/
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